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Primary requirements of moorings for floating WECs

Slack mooring arrangement

1. Maintain the floating structure on within a allowable surge
in normal operation and under extreme storm condition
2. The mooring should not adversely affect the efficiency of
the device
3. Be sufficiently cost effective so that the overall
economics of the device remain viable

Taut mooring arrangement

What is the importance of a mooring system to a floating wave energy converter?
Floating Wave Energy converter (WEC) and its mooring system
respond in a coupled manner, as such this affect the energy
conversion. If during the design phase of a WEC the mooring
system is not considered as an integral part this can have
important implication during installation phase. Important
parameter to be considered are the tension and resulting stiffness
characteristics and the energy dissipated (damping). This was
shown for example by Johanning [1] using large scale experiments
in Scapa Flow, Orkney.
Indicator Diagram

In order to identify mooring line damping indicator diagram are proven a good
mean that evaluate the damping from the area bound by the dimensionless ratios
of surge against tension for one oscillation.

Can existing knowledge be used to improve array installations of WECs?
• What are the advantages/disadvantages of different mooring configurations?
• What are the advantages/disadvantages of conventional mooring configurations like
catenary moorings?
• Would non-conventional arrangements are more suitable?

Can fibre ropes offer a solution to safe, economic station keeping for WEC
array installations?
•
•
•
•

Can fibre ropes enhance mooring configurations for array installations?
Can fibre ropes solve the problem alone or is a hybrid system needed?
Can the dynamic behaviour of a fibre rope mooring system be reliable modelled?
Can fibre ropes offer a mooring system that reduces tensions and excursion of a device?
Understanding the needs for array installations and by
implementing mooring configurations that are cost
efficient and reliable, WEC installations become more
cost effective. Taut-elastic moorings could offer a
solution. Further studies will be conducted to
understanding the coupled mooring criteria for WEC
installations analysing various configurations.

Initial work on fibre ropes
identified critical operation
regimes.
Configurations
needs to be developed
avoiding critical regimes.
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